Please Note: This document has FOUR pages. Make sure to scroll through the entire document so you understand all of the requirements.

Definition: Topic sentence
A topic sentence is a general statement used to introduce the ideas from the paragraph. You should not have specifics in your paragraph that fall outside the topic introduced in the topic sentence.
Good Example:
There are many study skills that kids need to learn. For vocabulary you could use flashcards. This strategy allows you to test yourself and to focus on the words you do not know. For concepts that are not memorization based, an outline or mind-map would be a good way to take notes and summarize information from a chapter. The most important skill is learning to review your notes a little bit each night so you don’t have to cram right before a test. 

The topic sentence in the “Good Example” paragraph above accurately predicts all the topics discussed in the paragraph. Compare this to our “Bad Example” below.

Bad Example:
When learning vocabulary, students should consider using flashcards. This strategy allows you to test yourself and to focus on the words you do not know. For concepts that are not memorization based, an outline or mind-map would be a good way to take notes and summarize information from a chapter. The most important skill is learning to review your notes a little bit each night so you don’t have to cram right before a test. 

In the Bad Example paragraph, the topic sentence is confusing. We expect the entire paragraph will be about studying vocabulary with flashcards. The reader wonders if the last half is still talking about vocabulary. As we finish the paragraph, we are almost sure that the writer is not talking about vocabulary anymore, but the lack of topic sentence was confusing, distracting, and frustrating because the reader has to go back and make sense of what you said.



(Continue to the next page for the Fill-in-the-Blank organizer)









Body Paragraph Guide: Suggested Order
Body Paragraph 1: Your side #1 (Complete on day 1)
Body Paragraph 2: Your side #2 (Complete on day 1)
Body Paragraph 3: Your side #3 (Complete on day 2)
Body Paragraph 4: The other side and your counter-arguments (Complete on day 2)
** You can definitely do more body paragraphs than this, but this is the BARE MINIMUM. 
** By using this format, you can choose to discard your weakest claim and two weakest counter arguments.
** Please write this using your notes (claims, warrants, and evidence sheet) and the fill in the blank guides at the end of the document. 
**You can change the order of the body paragraphs if you think your ideas would flow better in a different order. Please check in with me to make sure you are still on track with expectations.

FILL IN THE BLANK ORGANIZER: 
***USE FULL SENTENCES***
Body paragraph 1:
Topic Sentence

Claim

Evidence 
**Start with something like “According to (source)…” before your quotation

Warrant


Full paragraph #1: 











Body Paragraph 2:
Topic Sentence

Claim

Evidence 
**Start with something like “According to (source)…” before your quotation

Warrant


Full paragraph #2: 









Body Paragraph 3:
Topic Sentence

Claim

Evidence 
**Start with something like “According to (source)…” before your quotation

Warrant


Full paragraph #3: 









Body Paragraph 4:
Topic Sentence

Claim from the other side

Your response

Evidence 
**Start with something like “According to (source)…” before your quotation

Warrant

Claim #2 from the other side

Your response

Evidence

Warrant


Full paragraph #4: 














Now, let’s see who is good at following directions (remember, the first thing I said was that everyone should scroll through the entire document to understand all of the requirements)! For full credit, go to the very top of your document (The top of page 1) and copy and paste all of your completed body paragraphs there, in order, so they are the first thing I see when I click on your Google Doc. Remember to submit this through the Edmodo Assignment I posted. Click “Turn in” then click the tiny backpack at the bottom of the page, find your document, attach it to your post, pick a smiley face, and click “Turn in” again.

